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early St michel

Pan rue St Andres des Arts 
There stands in stone 
A factory constructing 
Gentle Instruments.

At dawn the day/s half breath 
Unwinds its ventilators,
& one would think 
The gentle instruments 
were men.

—  daevid alien

Deya, Majorca



Listen

Listen.
On the one hand
There is the bandage around
Something to be said for
Caution. Caution is
Something or other
Which,
When you come to look at it logically 
Is gone.

& yet from the opposite point of 
view i think i can see (far away 
way in the distance) what 

You are talking about.

On the other hand (which 
Is also bandaged)
There is
Whatever i was saying 
Before i caught

your 

eye.

Proempoem

Your head is a nightclub
You see, & inside
the nightclub
there are
little red lights
on every table
glasses tinkle
there is also background music 
and although they all 
converse in gentle voices 
you can not hear what they say.

But when the club is closed
& everyone has gone,
the sole remaining waiter
slyly dons his early morning madness
& begins to scream.

Effortlessly the great Dictator 
baits you, 
and you bite.

—  daevid alien



round song/for char
23.oct.65

i sing
of coming to you

in a night 
of songs

the bull & the bear 
under a dark sky

together/alone?

my thoughts sing you 
when we are apart

yr thighs white 
dark hair

lying out
on this crested hill

yr eyes filling 
w/moon

round song/new year
2 . 2.66

looking into 
green

each tree another 
color

eyes roll back 
to find road 
car over

center line 
pull back

green-eyed
again

each tree
another
colorround song/ll.22.65 

(arrows)

red-willow bark

offered to the 4 great 
directions
from which all things come 

smoked

there is a song among 
eucalyptus wind

glint of arrowed sun 
on stones

painted sand 
orange

when the old songs are forgotten 
the great dreams die

round song/ll.17.65

char
walking downstairs

yellow plastic diaper pins 
slanting from her mouth

eskino woman 
w/whalebone ornament 
thru her lip

david sandberg

boulder creek, 
California



He had hitched a chicken to a cart. Go chicken, go, he 
screamed.

Not that the chicken doesn't try, for the man pleased is 
prophylactic to chicken-murder.

A woman cries from a window, what is it that the chicken 
is so put to do?

It is the harness or the pot —  Do you think I give space 
on earth to this feathered beast, other than I milk its purpose 
into mine?, screamed the man.

Then beat it with a whip, fool; best that it run from pain 
than consider the weight of the load, cried the woman.

No, the threat of death wins it to my will, screamed the 
man, for the man pleased, as well the chicken knows, is prophyl
actic to chicken-murder.

But the cart proves too heavy for the chicken. It turns to 
the man and says, as you see I have tried, but the cart proves 
too heavy, and I curse my ancestors for being chickens rather 
than horses.

The Prophylactic

The Bride of Dream Man

There was a fat woman who disguised herself as a fat woman.
Why?, sighed her mother.
Because people will think there's a skinny woman under the 

fat-woman disguise.
What's the good?, sighed her mother.
Then a man will marry me, because many men like a skinny 

woman quite well. And then I will take off the disguise and he 
will see that under the disguise is another fat woman; and he 
will think I'm an onion and not a woman. He will think he has 
married an onion (which is another disguise), said the fat 
woman.

Then what?, sighed her mother.
He will say, oh what a kick, an onion with a cunt. And 

then I will say, I ain't no onion, I'm just a fat girl; so why 
don't we make the best of it? And he will say, oh well, why 
not?, said the fat woman.

But supposing he just goes away?, sighed her mother.
Well then, I'll just say that this is just another dis

guise; and that under the fat-woman disguise is an awful skinny 
little girl. But you got to earn her. And he'll say, I'll do 
that because I just love skinny little girls, said the fat 
woman.

What man, do you think, will put up with all that foolish
ness?, sighed her mother.

Dream man will, said the fat woman.
I sure hope he do; I get so tired of seeing your fat back 

around the house, sighed her mother.
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The Death of a Young Tree

A man placed a young tree in a coffin.
It got sick and died.
Too bad, said his mother.
Yes, I was watching it. I saw it getting quite ill. I 

thought it was merely a passing nausea. A simple vomit and 
the system rights itself.

Too bad, said his mother.
So I saw it getting really awful sick; so I ran down to the 

coffin maker and said there's something awful sick. He said it 
was my head. I said no, my head's fine, thank you. I said, I 
really need a coffin in a hurry. And so he gave me this one, 
said the man.

When father got home father said, you did right in principle. 
But you did wrong in practice. Not that your intentions were 
wrong; but the act is in very  poor taste. Not that you did not 
mean well; however, you have created a very unfortunate situat
ion. first, my dear son, you cannot bury something made of 
wood in another thing made of wood; this is burying the dead 
child in its mother, so to speak; and might cause a very serious 
infection; if not here, certainly in heaven. There is something 
desperately wrong. Secondly, my dear son, you have run up a 
bill at the coffin maker's; which can only be paid from the money 
set aside for my own personal coffin; which I shall need at such 
time when I seek that certain privacy now enjoyed by this young 
tree. You have unclothed your father, so to speak, to clothe a 
stranger. Not that I do not applaud the act that clothes the 
naked, (it has even certain sexual morality to it); it bespeaks 
the kind heart that bears not easily the need of other's. How
ever, in so doing you have given treasure to the stranger, and 
so robbed the nest; this may over-ride all those things which 
I cannot help, in my pride, applauding and cheering in you. What 
do you say, my dear wife and mother of my only son?

Too bad, she said.
Too bad? Too bad what?, cried the father.
That a tree so young is dead, she 3aid.

—  Russell Edson 

Stamford, Conn.
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Adjustment

The ill, adjusted, clip 
the pinions of their dreams 
and hold them to the earth.

The well-adjusted idly 
dream and labor tidily 
until they merge with earth.

The nonadjusted blast
the earth and shape it after
the templet of their dreams.

—  William Newberry

West Haven, Conn.

From the Louse's Nest

A dull tree: 

adultery.

In tempera

you paint 

intemperately.

"Where are you?"

Indiana,

In Diana.

Occupation: Therapist 

(the rapist)

—  Susan Forthman

St. Louis, Mo.
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On the Centennial of Aaron Kurtz’s Birth

It occurs to me to celebrate your hundredth birthday 
while you can still put me under the table 
with your favorite schnaps: The Last Healthy Poet 
of a Long Lost Past.

In a civilization of multi-cellular cities where will 
there be other roots for soil like you ? —

I am preparing to plant a tape recording of you half way 
down the Grand Canyon.

I am planning a new Lewis and Clark Expedition to
allow the Columbia River to hear you sing when the 
salmon start their search for birth and rush against 
the current upstream.

You are not one poet, one people, but a race laughing 
at the common geology of the world.

Meanwhile, —  and I mean while Flatbust Avenue parakeets 
tweet their elegies on the top of Brooklyn grave
yards —  I am listening to you quietly, calmly, 
judiciously putting the mountains and the rivers 
and the canyons into place.

But Aaron —  let’s get down to earth: You are living on
the Atlantic Shores of Long Island in a summer resort 
which you chose for the winter. I now realize the 
wisdom of your choice:

You picked this ocean spot to live —  in independent of the 
will —  so we can think about the way you teach the 
waves about the tides of spring,

telling off the Old Man of the Sea with it3 pounding 
threat of doom,

announcing to sand and waves and other temporal affairs 
that ours was the craziest happiest most living and 
loving of all geological spores.

—  Walter Lowenfels 

Mays Landing, N. J.
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it only happens once, maureen, that someone 
lonely finds his one and lovely in 
los angeles; it does not come again.

it only happens in a decade's spring
that boy meets girl and wonders what will summer
bring and beds are not for sleeping nor

the smallest lips for small talk nor is 
anything an ending, and when it happens 
(and it never ((in this city)) happens twice)

it is a thing worth waking up a little early 
for, a morning that will never mention 
night, a sleep within another's sleep

that one should never break with jealousy 
or promiscuity or bedtime headache.

so take from me my self, maureen, for we 
are well forewarned that only once in cities 
of this size do lovers kiss for hours

with their eyes and only for a little 
while does someone only at his someone 
smile, and when we kiss a little less

and when, in public, I no longer try 
to touch your breast, love will no longer love 
1. a.: it will not ever come again.

The Ledger

Maureen, like many women you are often 
tired at bedtime, indisposed at rising, 
early to antagonize, too Irish 
to apologize, indiscreet in 
showing off your legs and much 
too sweet to everyone you meet.
These are your liabilities : this morning, however,
you are snowbreasted, a vaguely bedded dove.

—  Gerald Locklin 

Los Angeles, Calif.
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To Those Who Know (All Others Need Not Apply)

You see, I have these two children
one almost four years older than the other 
and they are beautiful.

(It is said they hold promise.)

But anyway, they have this hair
that you couldn't buy  —  even on the bottom 
of a Revere kettle.

(Those who are poetic say they must have 
stolen it from the sun.)

Now you must know I hold them dear
and so I stifle all hysteria to cry in my closet 
among used brooms, light bulbs and buckets.

(I would not want them hurt.)

But you know and I know 
and our children know 
that all promises are kept

by only those who leave beauty —  alone.

—  Ruth Chaban

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Albany

car suspended 
on flagpole 
neon flashing 
otel otel 
yellow cyclops 
street cleaning 
night crawlers 
swilling coffee 
Gunnell-Geer 
dignified burials 
new town

Barbara Cowan

St. Petersburg, Fla.
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cliff

stopping t curve in t road 
wch was adjacent 
at tht moment to t curve 
in my mind placing 
t motorcycle on its stand 

giving
t engine 
to rest at idle

walking
t edge of t cliff down 
at t ocean t water 
shooting up sending 
its message

( t build up 
bfore t break 
a momentary termination 
bfore
it went back 
& bgan again 
to another shore )

wanting to give t sea
of wht i hd felt
for t last build up in mind

( caressing
t bike btween my legs 
t throttle open 
talking to it in tight 
curves leaning

until
it scraped my mind 
forced to yield to t 
intensity 
of t balance

& thn
it broke )

standing
t sea moving to shore 
striking t earth

thn
i knew t water as
i hd known t break inside
me
whn it hd given me 
its second of freedom 
as t sea & rocks hd given 
t water
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t creative process

to find t energy 
of yrslf as force 

t effort of
mst be going out (inPUT to outPUT 

& vice versa)
to reach t level 
of possible highest friction 

but not
as an opposing force 

restraining but 
a coupling force a unit

yielding 
to pressure

as in
sexual dynamics (footnote l)

i mean tht as effort
where

it has to be 
to reach t creation 
in becoming 1 
w/t other force

again
sexual dynamics 

(footnote 2)

& w/tht level t beginning 
t structure is formed 
as stability wch emerges 
frm tht EFFORT

t peak of energy 
& wht has not

bn bfore
bhins thn

at tht point

1. sexual dynamics
i e fucking w/tht intensity 
of t climax all 
ready existing

t climax
as t HIGHest point 

t
friction becoming less 
reaching to t peak of 
strongest sensitivity

2. fucking
of 2 becomes t 
fucking of 1 as 
necessity yes 
to go into to 
gether

inclimax
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Martial, III, 1

You invited me to dinner 
for one reason and no other,
Ligurinus —  to read me your poems.
I take off my shoes at the table.
Immediately a huge volume
is brought in with the salad and canapes.
Another is read while we wait
for the first course, and a third
before our desert is served.
And you read us a fourth, and finally 
a fifth book. Even boar's meat 
is sickening if you offer it 
to me too often. If you don't 
turn over your awful poems 
to the fishmongers, Ligurinus, 
you'll find yourself eating your dinner 
at home, alone, after this.

Martial, III, lx ii

You buy slaves for a hundred 
thousand sesterces apiece, 
or sometimes two. You drink 
wines from King Numa's day.
A rather small set of furniture 
costs you a million. You're robbed 
of five thousand for a pound 
or so of plated silverware.
A gilded carriage sets you back 
the price of a farm. And a mule 
costs you more than a house in town. 
Quintus, do you really think 
such extravagance demonstrates 
a liberal mind? Well, you're wrong. 
Only a petty sort of fellow 
would buy such stuff at all.

Martial, III, lxiv

They say crafty Ulysses
managed to escape the sirens
with their fatal attraction for sailors
(death made irresistible,
joy barbed with cruelty) —
whom nobody could resist
once he'd heard them. Well I'm willing
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to believe it. But I'll never 
believe that he or anyone 
could escape from Canius's 
long-winded anecdotes.

Martial, III, lxix

Since you write all your epigrams 
in language that's perfectly chaste, 
and no indecencies ever 
get into your poems, I'm full 
of admiration and praise.
No one writes more respectably 
than you. On the other hand,
I've never written a page 
without some obscenities.

Let good-for-nothing young men 
and easy-going girls read me —  
and old lechers, and men in trouble 
with their mistresses. Your poems —  
so worthy of respect, Cosconius, 
such models of propriety —  
are perfect reading for children 
and innocent young girls.

—  Barriss Mills

West Lafayette, Indiana

Aunt Mary and Aunt Magnolia

When Aunt Mary  talked with animals and trees,
the chickens telling her it wasn't worth their while to lay
the market being what it was,
the trees complaining of their thirst
and the people who bothered them:
we all thought, "How queer!"

Aunt Magnolia, ashamed of her sister, 
spoke with God on the matter.

—  Robert A . Davies

Forest Grove, Oregon
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the bi rd

sinnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnngs.

tha bu urd

snnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnngs.

ab surd

thinnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnngs.

ralph?

ralph?

ralph?

the

l i ' l

dog

asks —  

ralph?

ralph?

ralph —  ralph!

—  M. K. Book 

Lincoln, Nebr.



Christopher Perret was b o m  June 26, 1930 at Neuilly-sur- 
Seine, France (SAM Paris local time), the son of Rene Perret, 
better known internationally as a painter and teacher of art 
under his adopted name of Etienne Ret and his wife, Frances, 
nee Roach, a native-born citizen of the United States, of a 
family established in Maryland since the 17th century. No 
doubt, Christopher's dual French and American inheritance was 
a formative influence in his life and thought.

Christopher was first schooled in French and English schools 
but received his secondary education in the United States in the 
40s due to the 2nd World War —  he attended Solebury in New Hope 
Pa. and was graduated with honors at 16 from Sanford Prep., Wil
mington, Del. (1947). For a while he served as a Merchant Sea
man in the Caribbean. Subsequently he travelled to Europe where 
he joined the U .S. A m y  and served in Germany and Austria. After
wards, because of his dual nationality, he did a stint in the 
French Array in Paris. In the early 50s he enrolled for a year 
and did college work at the Institut des Sciences Politiques of 
the Paris University.

Christopher Perret has two sons, Jason (1956) and Jonathan 
Perret (1957) by his marriage to Juditte (nee Sarkany) Perret.

Though a frame maker and finisher by profession, and though 
very gifted in painting as well as writing, Christopher's main 
focus was on poetry from a very early age. Though without formal 
college or workshop training in writing, he was always an avid 
reader of the classics and keenly aware of all that was current 
and topical in the literary world of English and French letters. 
His writings and illustrations have appeared in Botteghe Oscure 
(Italy), El Como Emplumado (Mexico), Poesie Vivante (Geneva), 
Poetry (Chicago), Contact and The Wormwood Review, among others. 
In 1961, he staged the one man show of his paintings (Petria Art 
Shop, N.Y.). He is the author of two volumes of poetry: Blood 
and Other Poems (Outposts Publications, England, 1963) and his 
Memoirs of a Parasite (Hors Commerce Press, Calif., 1965). The 
publication of his collected writings and drawings is planned.

Christopher died unexpectedly from a heart attack the morn
ing of Dec. 6, 1965 (9 AM local time) at Deya, Mallorca, Spain 
where he was working on his first full-length novel, Momus, and 
on translations of the modem French surrealist poets for a 
New Directions anthology under the sponsorship of Ferlinghetti 
of City Lights Books. Christopher's death, untimely as it was, 
came as a shock to all who knew him and recognized him as a 
promising young voice in 20th Century American letters. He was 
buried in the cemetery, of Deya by his mother and father. He is 
survived by both his parents, a twin brother (Alain), and his 
wife and two sons.

—  Alain Perret



An Open Letter to Harry A. H —  ; Defense of Bukowski

(Editorial note: abstracted from a 5 page "letter" by C. P. 
in response to another letter written by an irate reader of 
Wormwood which was published as a broadside in WR. Many 
correspondents felt that the broadside letter was a fake —  
a joke in poor taste. Wormwood assures all readers that the 
broadside letter was real. Christopher's response will be 
published in greater detail in a memorial volume now being 
assembled by Poesie Vivante.)

"I'm not here interested in defending Bukowski (I'm only- 
interested in defending poetry). Bukowski, I'm sure, is quite 
capable of defending himself —  if he thinks it's worth the 
bother. But I do have a certain admiration for spontaneous 
writing. I've done a little myself: enough to know that sloppy 
and spontaneous are not synonymous. Good spontaneous writing 
takes control —  the kind of control that comes from a working 
knowledge of language, a knowledge of the function and subtle
ties of language. You can only let yourself go when there’s 
something to let go, you see. You have to learn to hang on be
fore you can let go. And that takes practice —  and thinking 
(as a poet) —  and believe it or not, GUTS! (That's right,
Harry, it takes guts to be a poet today: not the kind of quick 
guts you think I mean —  making it possible to charge a machine- 
gun nest singlehanded, out of madness or desperation —  no, I'm 
talking about what you might call "endurance guts," the kind 
you need to know you're going to perform your stunt in an empty 
tent, with no crowd applauding but your own echo —  and still 
go through with it —— having weighed all the odds against you 
beforehand• knowing that what you have to give nobody wants any
way, and yet giving it —  Why? —  because you know that the 
world needs what you have even if it doesn't want it. You're 
healthier —  for being a poet —  and so you KNOW. It's a kind 
of arrogance if you like —  but it's the arrogance which is 
part-&-parcel of a poet's kit.)

•  •  •  •

education, like Bukowski's, has bred a certain language: 
it doesn't make my language better or worse, it makes it differ- 
ent. But it's MY language —  not the language of a class or a 
fashion, of a coterie or a profession. A language which I've 
learned to use by using it, getting rid of the encumbrances, and 
adding a little frill now and then, here and there, when I felt 
like it. Bukowski has done the same. And that's (in part) what 
makes him (and me) a poet —  and what makes it impossible for 
you, Harry, to be a poet. For it's not a question of setting one 
"proper" word down next to another, chopping up lines, counting 
stresses or syllables, rhyming or not rhyming, beating a drum 
tattoo on the desk, humming a little tune, whistling maybe —  it's 
a question of saying what is inexplicable in any other way, what
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can only be said AS POETRY ... or, to paraphrase Frost when ask
ed to explain one of his poems: "if I could have explained it 
better, then I would have written it differently." The word 
POETRY comes from the Greek word for "to make" —  a poet MAKES: 
he doesn't pick up other people's half-chewed words and express
ions and try to pass them off as his own: he MAKES —  and, like 
the carpenter, he uses the tools he has. Bukowski uses the tools 
he has: the language of a city, a country, a time, AND a con
dition. And he searches for a better condition AS A POET. His 
poems are social in a sense —  yet what makes him a poet as oppos
ed to many who never get beyond their social message, is that he 
transcends the social —  his microcosmic four-walled world be
comes an eye onto the universal macrocosm. The poet offers no 
sure solutions, no quick remedies: that isn't his function. His 
is a sure, slow, magic box —  and without wanting to, he takes on 
a burden which, without him, might make life unbearable. Laugh 
as you might, Harry, I mean unbearable for those like you, who 
know nothing of poetry —  who think poetry is pretty words past
ed together in a sing-song carnival way to produce a sticky pep
permint picture. When Bukowski succeeds with HIS words, he has a 
poem. If he doesn't, he's tried. He is an uneven poet —  and 
there have been other uneven poets: Verlaine, Apollinaire, Maya
kovsky, Pound —  to name a few —  we would be infinitely poorer 
if we lacked the magic of the best of these poets. What's im
portant is that Bukowski writes and thinks and says and maybe 
breathes POEMS, not for the wrong reasons, but because he's a 
poet —  and because that's the way his mind-heart works, and not 
in any other way. Sure, there are lots of phoney poets just as 
there are phoney politicians and phoney preachers and phoney ad
men. So you learn to tell a phoney from the real thing. Bite 
into a bum nickel, Harry, and what do you get?

Poetry is not a hobby. It is a way of life, a way of think
ing —  not social but intrinsic —  a way of thinking through the 
pores —  a way of KNOWING. It has nothing to do with vocation 
or profession. It is not a way out of a dilemma —  or a substit
ute for some other occupation or lack of occupation. I insist 
that it is not for the dabblers and the illiterate in soul. The 
poets that I know are poets in spite of themselves, pay the daily 
tithe to the muse in spite of themselves. Morality has nothing 
to do with poetry; and poetry is not to be judged on moral or 
theological grounds (we would have to discard a good half of the 
world's BEST POETRY if judged by your standards, Harry). Verse, 
rhyme, rhythm, couplet or alexandrine have nothing to do with 
poetry unless they ARE poetry. They are to poetry as the church 
is to religion: a means of implementation."

—  Christopher Perret 

Roma/ Aug., 1964



S o n s  O f  B e l l e r o p h o n

I've seen his sons 
ten generations 
they walk the Corinthian Road 

no more
I've seen them fling the knife 
and toss the golden coin 
I've seen them bend to the sea- 

shelled ear
and send their silken adjectives 

on seaslung waves

I've watched them in the market
place

There's a serious weakness at 
the core

a melting of marrow 
a loosening of loins 
What women cannot kill 
stranger
bends in the kiln
hardened enamel of their will

M u t h e r l e s s  S o n g

surely sorely the wanton lover 
pants uphill he'll walk a mile

for a pint to cry his wanting 
of the harlot on the corner

cooing love gleams in her eye 
sweetest sticky love for hire

ail he sees a rosebud maiden 
not the tart look of her thigh

while her two lips in the lamp
light

purse the piecemeal jigsaw 
medleys

on the luckless lamentations 
of broken daydreams unpicked up.
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P e r f o r a t e d  S o n g

Man awaking 
knocks the woods 
specks the sun 
with eclipsing yawn 
trucks the seas 
with crimson blades 
blocks the cavern’s 
Platonic eye

in his lying 
fakes compassion 

where the cold 
and hungry lie 
crippled warm s up 
to the fire 

a dying body’s 
broken cry

if he's failing 
who's to blame? 
not the rain 
nor the drinking 
nor the silent 
sinking ship 
rats crawl 
trees rot

what is left will multiply

—  Christopher Ferret 

Deya, Mallorca
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S i x  P o e m s  B y  H a r r y  B e l l

—  with translations by C. Perret

1. le vieux curé ga-ga 
m'a rejeté
dans les mauvaises herbes:
celui qui est venu d'un lointain pays
ou son habit
est autrement respecté

the old gaga priest
threw me back
into the old ways:
the one who came from a far country
where his habit
is thought of differently

2. "à perpétuité" c'est
pour un siècle

c'est facile 
le silence! 

il suffit
d'arranger un trait 
et on est bon pour 
l'éternité!

"in perpetuity" that's
for a century 

silence 
is easy!

it's enough
to straighten out a single line 
then one is good for 
eternity!

3. ma poupée est morte 
voici sa robe

elle est morte dans 
le sac-à-provisions 

meme dans sa robe 
sa robe bleue un peu 
déchirée morte dans 
sa peau de
caoutchouc râpée et sale

my doll is dead 
here is her dress 

she died in 
the shopping-bag 

even in her dress 
her blue dress a little



torn dead in
her rubber
skin dirty and worn

4. tête de chat
l'eau pourrie est bleue 

elle mousse sur le table 
d'un rouge très solide

cat's head
the stagnant water is blue 

it froths on the table 
a very hard red

5. c'était un petit chien 
gris

qui est allé faire 
pipi
contre un arbre

l'arbre est-il dans 
ton jardin?

he was a little grey 
dog

who went to 
piss
against a tree 

is that tree in 
your garden?

6. c'était un chien triste 
qui s'appellait Tristan 
il mangait du poulet 
tous les dimanches 
qu'il pouvait

he was a sad dog 
named Siegfried 
he ate chicken 
every Sunday 
that he could

—  Harry Bell

here and there in Europe

—  translation: Christopher 
Perret
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P o e m  F o r  K a t h y

Shade me with your kindness 
Love in your forest make my bed

Let the greening grasses grow 
in the Gilead of my head

When you touch me Love
how true Goodness breaks my heart

in two You're the image You're 
the stillness You're my eye Love

You're the need Fluent brushstrokes 
breed those songs which from bird

and silent pond make a Hokusai of me 
Tartar queen and mountain prince

strutting with the sun are One in 
me Love gladness rumbling for the kis

ses of Cathay I have heard
in treeless halls sun—haired drumbeats

fall from reeds stark with thread
like discipline You have taught me

what I know of the rockbound Barbary 
Love and Love amalgamated

in a long march to the sea When I 
taste you Love I know rolling laughing

tongue in cup that a gods son I must 
be God I am of Joy and Free.

—  Christopher Perret 

Roma
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dear friend

this
is what happens when the
drink and the life
catch up with what is left of
one.
I still hope to send you the
paperback although it is all
puffed-up. I read
most of it in the bathroom and the
faucets drip hot water and make
steam
and that is what happened to the pages and
the binding is about to
pop
but I still thought I'd mail it to 
you but
something always happens —  
there is a mirror-

here and
I see myself in the mirror
and I stagger like a deer taking a
slug in the neck

the face is not what it should 
be and I tell myself that it does not 
matter that I
am tired of factual and recognized 
good
that we need new goodness new
truth for
ourselves and
let the others wear that
out.

but anyhow
I still hope to mail you the 
paperback
I am sure I will mail it to you
sometime I think I will
just walk into the room and brush by
knock it to the floor with my
hand and pick it up
without looking at anything
and I will find an envelope and
mail it to
you

I want to get it out 
of here.

—  Charles Bukowski



One Hundred and Ninetynine Pounds of Clay Leaning Forward

the chain is on the door 
the naked women shut out 
the naked power as I 
blush before turbine-powered 
sun-powered jets
knowing that I am not very good at 
going on —
I'd rather watch a beetle crawl the sick
powdered dust of
earth
while you are aware of my 
cold handshake and 
my cigar more alive than my 
eyes, my
wit will soon be dimmer than 
last Fall's sunlight, I'll surely die 
under the disordered match of some Freak 
who loves flies ... 
but, Christ, friends —
the luger, the mortar, the patchwork fitting
as I gape out at you from a
porkchop mouth
take me as Caesar was taken
or
Joan of Arc 
or
the man who fell off the fire escape drunk 
or
the suicide at Bellevue 
or Van Gogh confused with 
ravens
and the atomic yellow.

I hold everything away from myself
so that you may become
real and shaking and stemmed
and ascending and blue and buttermilk

as the chorus girls kick out, 
flags wave, their crotches stink, 
the eagle sinks into the sea, the ants take 
Notre Dame as
our dirty time is just about 
served and done.
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a world, really —

a world, really, of Booths and Oswalds 
and Kennedies and Lincolns 
(there are so many Lincoln Boulevards 
I get lost)

a world really
where the bottom is no better or no worse 
than the top —  
all aching
ripping the top off a peanutbutter 
jar, watching the rain stain the flowers 
in the wallpaper 
watching it rain
watching the wrinkles form in the 
hands the face

remembering the songs that meant the 
years

feeling like crying but 
instead
buying a dog and naming it
Hot Tits
or Hiroshima or
Teddy, gross stained flying
caught in the restaurant window of the
brain with the
tall bakers walking around with tall 
hats —  really, a world, really:
197 degrees keeps the insects off
keeps it pure for the
tooth.

—  Charles Bukowski

Los Angeles, California

Days Like Tuesday

So many days 
are like Tuesday 
we have trouble 
telling the difference

especially if
for an extra special reason 
we need an extra special day 
to specialize

Across the Street

Across the street 
the house with the

mansard roof 
stares frog-eyed, 
disapproving, 
on my stumbling home 
at dawn.

—  Charles Shaw



All Day

All day it was Sunday
and no one but Sunday
people were on the streets
and in the parks
it was Sunday, too
and the trees wore Sunday leaves.

And everywhere 
the smell of Sunday 
hung in the fragile air 
and for a moment time 
and listened to it 
being Sunday.

The Way of a Poem

The poem 
went off
to a dashing start 
but soon 
blew a fuse 
and expired.
With no one partic
ularly to blame.
Not even a person 
from Porlock.

Of Love 

Love,
as we know, 
is a happening 
that neither the 
lover nor 
loved one 
controls.

Which
being a more 
or less
recognized fact, 
let us 
not cloud 
the issue.

—  Charles Shaw

stood still

New York, New York

3- 4-66

Race car in
the cold window

driving through the morning wind

Here it comes 
I said to her 
my Father's locomotive.

—  Bruce Baillie

Berkeley, California
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How Man Began (Readers Digest 10-65) 

by himself

Like a whale waking 
rolling muddy 
sand

over the sleeping crabs

Belching
shouting
farting

on the road

Friends not writing,

Liver-eating Baker 
in the bones 
of St. Augustine

to Antonine Artaud’s.

—  Bruce Baillie

Written in Winter

Once again, good silver and crystal, 
a centerpiece of plastic flowers, and linen 
from the cedar chest arranged with skill.
With whispered grace we let the year begin.

The tree yet hung, the windows sprayed with snow, 
the mantle lined with bottles of empty wine.
A lamp sheds paper mistletoe.
With whispered grace we let the year begin.

The fire of pressed logs, pale as tinsel, 
flickers on the turkey's basted skin.
We'd like to find some way to win
the past year, some religious flame bo fill

its hide with more than aged flesh and bone.
With whispered grace we enter time again.

—  William Heyen

Athens, Ohio
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Out of Bounds

Black asphalt abides between unbroken curbs of cement, 
and orderly rows of streets control their crop 
of sprouting traffic by signs of whistle and light, 
if schoolchildren push a button, all the cars stop.

A spade defines my lawn at the edge of the walk, 
and light poles accept a distance named on a map 
in the city's files, and here the permits live 
which allow a house to locate upon the earth's lap.

In the garden, arranged in beds, the flowers grow 
chosen for size, the short stems down in front, 
a canary, hemmed in a cage, still likes to sing, 
space invites boundaries —  as a contrasting stunt

a sunflower, wind-seeded and rowdy, crowds in a plot 
of innocent lilies and nods its great yellow head 
as if it was pleased to be breaking domestic accord, 
as if its seed by chance would be widely spread.

A stroke of the scythe or hoe will empty the space 
it usurps and restore the lilies' prestige. I've found 
a word from the jungle confounding my patterns of thought 
and won't be dug out where I give it such fertile ground.

Metamorphosis

The afternoon slept while I 
waited for you in my web of 
hunger, and I watched a spider 
crouched in a hole, wound up 
tight as a spring, motionless 
as a stone. I saw a lone fly 
circle the hole, then buzz away, 
an ant started to enter but 
turned back, a tired bee warned 
himself away, I breathed the crisis 
of a baited trap —  and when I heard 
your step and voice, did you know 
my antennae quivered, did you feel 
fangs thirsting for your throat?

—  James Hearst

Cedar Falls, Iowa
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Fragments —  From: The Disembraining of the City

More violent than dawns
mills lit the skies of our travelling youth;
through illegible graveyards
we wandered in unrecorded springs
and fell into night
on the black sands of a desert lake.
The evidences of man
are a broken shack and a litter of bottles. 
Receeding after trains,
small towns offered hostility to wanderers.

And through the windows of a rounded bay 
the white slum of a refrigerator, 
the rumpled bed, the clothes strung 
on a line across the room, the scabby 
paint, the lurking shadows 
from a single unshaded light hanging 
from a chandelier rosette: where once 
the Victorian parlor seemed firmly 
established behind the curtains.

—  George Zabriskie 

Washington, D.C.

A Tough One

In whose service shall this slack talent shine? 
Venus perished long ago from boredom,
Mars is with the CIA in Asia
And Russia admits inventing Solomon.

Damn it all to hell, then, why should I care?
students yawn —  I am no Socrates;

I wear my soul thin on this tawdry grindstone 
and come home drunk and crawling on my knees.

Better to be a little dog trotting sideways, 
Skirting occasional stones thrown by the crowd, 
than some monkey trained to sit on handlebars 
or a jackass braying clear and loud.

—  Alexander Taylor

Humlebaek, Denmark



At The "Drop-Inn"

You've got a great sense of life,
she said. He marvelled at her words,
seeing himself now
from a different angle
in that look of joy
stolen from his neighborhood.
But for him, Death
waited in the comer
like a friend, and
you laughed to keep him satisfied,
or for luck,
like knocking on wood
or collecting trolls.

It is more frenetic than she knows,
but if it appeared
that he was happy,
that he had some gladness stored,
it was not a total lie.
And he was glad of that.
Love wants to gather life 
to a greatness 
before it goes.

—  Alexander Taylor
Fog

The fog convinces
Houses to retreat.

It bleaches all the colors 
From the street.

Unanchored, nebulous,
The city rides 

Slowly in aquarium,
Opaque tides.

Apartment-houses loom,
Their travels done,

Like foundered liners, sipping 
Oblivion.

Then, a supermarket,
We behold

A sunken, jeweled caravel, 
Aching with gold.

—  Louis Ginsberg 

Paterson, N. J.
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Reply to the Daughter Hoarder

A reason for having your daughter?
The goddess of reason was a French dancing girl.
The politics of poetry are littered
With leftover fathers. The reasonable man
Doctrine of poetry guarantees
Wiggling ears at breakfast
For former daughters, for the sun
Through dormers warms over passion
Faster than fathers can slice metaphors.
Q. E. D.

Postscriptum to this particular appeal:

YOU OWE ME
At least thirty dirty emotions;
They come in pieces too —
For the years I had to hunt for her.

Furthermore.
She is unique, like the private school 
You brought her up in, and we can 
Live on those emotions 
For what the Court of Love 
Used to call minimum security,
Our hearts burning long after 
The rest is ashes.

You Shall Have Flowers ...

For roses shall pave your thoroughfare 
And birds of the air shall be 
Your clock and give you care.
The birds that walk shall hop 
For you and bear you berries.

The flowers, the fairies, the fields 
Shall count their time for you 
And tinker's bells tune 
To tones of love. Your days 
Shall follow the maps of your dreams 
As arrow in course would 
Or hand in glove.

Yes, the planets and stars alike! 
Bearing rings, bearing filters 
Strew rays on your way, strew 
Their soft sheen and gilt.
For you the pickets of your fence 
Shall take the charge to guard 
And the heart of home follow 

... Wherever You Go

—  John Montgomery Los Gatos, Calif,



Baby Baby Baby

Fumbling around in 
the dark 
after my cock

Her mouth accidentally 
get hold of 
my  big toe

My God, she say
with considerable surprise

I never know 
before now

You have a toe-nail 
like that

There on the end 
of your
coockie coochie 
coockie

Jaw Born

Up in heaven 
a angel 
with a ukulale

Invite me to join 
in the chorus

Seeing I have 
a jaw's-harp 
a juice-harp

And a flute

But I was 
unfortunately 
never known to be 
particularly 
musically

Inclined

—  Mason Jordan Mason 

Taos, New Mexico

Struggle

I've heard enough the faggot writers
screaming from behind walls that are now too high,
Let me hear the poet who fights to love with a woman, 
That's where the real struggle lies,
That's where real agony is.

Let me hear how close he gets to love,
How long he can stay, Let me hear how long it was,
Or how long it has been, The love of a woman,
Let me hear of the Love of a woman,
That's where real life is.

—  Steve Richmond

Santa Monica, California
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mother of two
came by after ceramics class, 
sat on my floor

we drank two
beers of friendship, then 
i sucked her tits

and reached below,
but without enovid she felt it
better we part

humping each other
out the door, into the driveway
my cock in pants

thumpin her rear, 
i saw her off wishing her husband 
his balls back

gagaku

the demons teeth
are inverted and pointed
like lime cicles hardened but white
and are glistened

the eyes are black holes 
encircled by matter t o m  like a rag 
only their tongues are red 
lower lips are turned to orange

green splattered on lower fringes 
staining upward like spider web 
hoods of white cloth pointed 
and flap with cotton muff at tip

in groups they clap single fingered gloves 
gloves white but turn to leather 
the seam turns red, blue is soaked all over 
fingers scrapping blue turned multicolor from

the barrier

their teeth puncture the glass barrier 
the glass cracks

—  Steve Richmond
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It Is Mostly A Matter Of Praise Life
—  for anybody but: Judson Crews

Crews is an important man. What I 
Remember most about him was his hair —
Black and straight. And the poems 
(so unlike him, Bob Nystedt said 
in his apartment in NY. or was it 
in my apartment in Atlanta, Bob, 
with you and Elaine ... all 3 of us &
Olivant broke? —  I gained weight for the first
time in my life ... and Maud kind
enough to us to say to you and
Elaine "come live with me" and be
my pedigree but don't burn the free midnight
oil for sleeping the sun away) ...
In Three Hands: always writing about the sea 
& he so far away. How may one speak 
(these days) without involving others 
So deeply a part of one's own life? But 
How may one speak of the "failures" one is 
So fond of speaking of, those things reputedly 
One learns by? And I had thought one learned 
Only by one's successes! Anyhow,
I was about to tell you something about Crews 
(J.C., in the '40's, when he was appearing 
Like a live duck or a mad guinea in The 
Westminister). Oh well, not over a page 
Long. I suppose I've said it anyhow.

Standard

When I think of Standard Oil 
I think of New Jersey and 
Patterson and Williams and

The blue grass of Kentucky.
The horses the thorobreds 
nibbling along the road way

from sunrise to neon eating 
the lush grass prancing 
the tall dark down hating

hating the darkness and 
from all over lean lanky 
America Americans
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with long rows of fleet woods 
mustangs eagles classic Lincolns 
impaling modernity giving

modernity love a good go
all the way from the stripes of California
to the stars of the derby.

—  D. V. Smith

Homestead, Florida

Three Consolations

1: Fritz was pissed off because he didn't get the job. He 
Couldn't figure out why. He had the same or better 
Qualifications for teaching German than I. But I had 
Been to Auschwitz. And for the boss, Auschwitz was a 
Greated status symbol than Biarritz, Deauville, Baden-Baden, 
Yale, Harvard, Heidelberg, the Sorbonne, or Oxford, all 
Together. I consoled him by telling him it was natural,
That I, the Auschwitz alumnus, should be preferred.

2: She may have no brains,
But boy what membranes!

3: What kind of a culture is it when a woman's magazine can 
Console that girls can hide cauliflower ears with their 
Hair, and all that boys need is a "minor surgical 
Operation?" Instead of more surgeons cutting for bucks, 
Nose bobbers, wrinkle rapers, circumcisers, tonsil and 
Adenoid rippers, we need more Cyrano de Bergeracs —  
Champions of every human appendage and organ.

—  Henry Strutz

Saratoga, New York

For C. P.

Thru the air, glancing off wood, the bottle bounces 
On sand, on earth, strikes rock and breaks 
Handled carefully, the shards of green glass can be 
Viewed closely and contain champagne-like,
Halted bubbles —  further containing Marcel D's 
Air of Paris?

—  M. K. Book
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Very highly recommended:
Carl Larsen’s The Popular Mechanics Book of Poetry ($1) fin. Mimeo Press, 449 

S. Center, Bensenville, 111. 60106.
Steven Richmond’s Hitler Painted Roses (intro, by Chas. Bukowski) a major 

book ($1,35) fm„ Earth Books & Gallery, 244 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, 
Calif. 90405 —  not for everyone but Wormwood endorsed.

Paul Metcalf’s Genoa ($7«50) fm. Asphodel Book Shop, 465 The Arcade, Cleveland 
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tainable ($5) fm„ RFD 1, Chester, Mass.

Judson Crews’ The Stones of Konarak ($1) fm, American Poet Press, 1341 Canyon 
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New York, N.Y, 10024.
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10010 —  a new release is the new m o d e m  classic An Anecdoted Topography of 
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A Later Sun (Don Gray & Sy Kahn) $2 fm, Sydon Press, P.0. Box 4141, Stockton, 
Calif, 95204.

Loquitur (Basil Bunting), Geography (Ed Dorn) $5,50 and $4 fm. Stuart Montgom
ery, Fulcrum Press, 16 Lawn Road, London NW 3, England —  also 6th reissue of 
Ian Finlay's Glasgow Beasts at $1,25»

Autumn Poem and 6 Small Songs in 3 1s (Ian Hamilton Finlay) $1.06 —  2 very finely 
executed concrete poem booklets, illust. fm. Wild Hawthorn Press, Gledfield i;arm- 
house, Ardgay Ross-Shire, Scotland,

Nos, 15—18 of Columbia Essays on Mod. Writers now available: W«. B, Yeats (Win. 
York Tindall), Joyce Cary (Win. Van O'Connor), Graham Greene (David Lodge), 
Virginia Woolf (Carl Woodring) each worth while and 65<P fm. Columbia Univ. 
Press, 2960 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y, 10027.

Fm. Larry Goodell's duende, Placitas, New Mexico 87043 more good works: Poems 
(Frederick Ward), Touch (David Franks), Poems 1965 (Wm, Harris) $1 per or $2„50 
for all three.

New Little Magazines:
Manhattan Review: 1 & 2 ($1 per) fm. 229 East 12th. St,, N.Y., N.Y. 10003«
Outcast #1 ($3/vr.. $1/issue) fm, Jean & Veryl Rosenbaum, P.0, Box 2182, Santa 

Fe, New Mexico, 87501.
The Free Lance, v.9, no, 1 ($1) fm. 6005 Grand Ave,, Cleveland 4, Ohio this 

issue collected by Gene Fowler.
Steppenwolf, an annual ($2) fm. Philip Boatright, 3332 Harney St., Omaha, Nebr.

68131 —  Bukowski writes a necessary book review.
Today —  while not a new mag and spon. by the Claretian Fathers, shows awareness 

of mod. lit. —  in.v.21, no. 7 (Apr. 1966) appears a v. good Charles
Bukowski, Outsider No. 1 (Excellent photo incl.) by Jay Nash $3/yr.
221 West Madison, Chicago, 111. 60606.

Human Voice (May '66) is Kenneth L. Beaudoin Issue —  60* fin. Olivant, POD 14 9,
Homestead, Fla, 33030, 

American Weave —  $2/subscr. fin. new address: 23728 Glenhill Dr., Cleveland, .
Poets At The Gate (Cleveland Poets) 20$ fm. Asphodel, 4&5 The Arcade, Cleve 

Ohio —  contains holograph material. 
Tlaloc: 12 is combined with How:6 and a new service has been instituted, £2-—  

sheets —  $1/6 issues —  an invaluable news sheet on the international 1- 
magazine scene. Commix #1 has poems, pictures, poem pictures, poem  
priced at 2/6 —  be sure to get the soon to be famous ceramic cookie (a 
umbered edition) spon. by Leeds College of Art —  all distribute y  
Press, Flat A, Grosvenor Court, 3 Grosvenor Rd., Leeds 6, England. p, \

Out of Sight #1 ($4/4 issues) a major pub. fm. Kamikaze Press (edit. Gino Clays 
228 Grattan St. (no. 4) San Francisco, Calif. 94117. ,,

Free Poems Among Friends —  among friends fm. Sandberg, P.0. Box 192, J  - 
Creek, Calif. 95006.... also Or/Oar/Ore #1 (75$) and very good — -for all. 

Pajaro Casabel ($3/6 issues) fm, Apartado Postal 13-541, Mexico 13, D*-‘
19/20 in deluxe format 

Quoin # 1&2 (unpriced) fin. Arlis M. Snyder, Springfield, WO.
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